
IATA Complied Separable Li-ion Battery 

S-8132A/S, S-8152A/S

The IATA DGR 54th regulations restrict the air transportation of Li-ion batteries as follows:

Since the high capacity batteries are quite necessary for cameramen, SWIT introduces the separable battery series to 

make over 100Wh batteries not restricted by IATA. The separable batteries can be divided into 2 parts, and each part 

has under 100Wh capacity which will be OK for airplane carry-on and air cargo shipping. When using the battery, just 

assemble the two parts to get a high capacity battery.

S-8132A/S: 63+63Wh=126Wh

S-8152A/S: 73+73Wh=146Wh

S-8172A/S: 79+79Wh=158Wh

S-8192A/S: 92+92Wh=184Wh

Transport within Passenger Baggage (Extract from IATA DGR 54th SECTION II)
2.3.5 Goods Acceptable without the Operator's Approval 
Dangerous goods, as listed in 2.3.5.1 through 2.3.5.11, are permitted on aircraft as baggage without the approval of the operator(s).
2.3.5.9.1 Portable electronic devices 
Watches, calculating machines, cameras, cellular phones, lap-top computers, camcorders, etc. containing batteries when carried by 
passengers or crew for personal use, which should be carried in carry-on baggage. Spare batteries must be individually protected to 
prevent short circuits by placement in the original retail packaging or by otherwise insulating terminals, e.g. by taping overexposed 
terminals or placing each battery in a separate plastic bag or protective pouch, and carried in carry-on baggage only.
In addition, for lithium batteries, each installed or spare battery must not exceed the following:
(a) for lithium metal or lithium alloy batteries, a lithium content of not more than 2 g; or
(b) for lithium ion batteries, a watt-hour rating of not more than 100Wh.

◆ Advanced high quality Li-ion cells

◆ SWIT Patented Separable Design

◆ Not restricted by IATA air transportation

◆ D-tap DC socket

◆ 4-level LED power indicator

◆ Auto-lock of two parts

S-8132A/S: 63Wh+63Wh

S-8152A/S: 73Wh+73Wh

Specifications

About IATA Regulations

SWIT Solution

SWIT Electronics Co., Ltd.
Website:  www.swit.cc
Email:  contact@swit.cc 
Tel:  +86 25 85805753   
Fax:  +86 25 85805296
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Model

Battery Type

Nominal Voltage

Capacity

Max Output

Dimension

Weight

S-8132A

Gold Mount

14.4V

63Wh+63Wh

100W, 8A

168×93×65mm

1.01kg

S-8132S

V-mount

14.4V

63Wh+63Wh

100W, 8A

168×93×60mm

1.01kg

S-8152A

Gold Mount

14.4V

73Wh+73Wh

100W, 8A

168×93×65mm

1.05kg

S-8152S

V-mount

14.4V

73Wh+73Wh

100W, 8A

168×93×60mm

1.05kg

Now the separable battery series includes 4 capacity levels for choice:

SWIT holds the patent rights of the separable battery design. 

Capacity

Under 100Wh

100 - 160Wh

Over 160Wh

Carry-on Luggage

OK

Only 2pcs permitted

Not allowed

Air Cargo Shipping

OK

Not allowed

Not allowed


